MONITOR AND CONTROL

YOUR INTELLIGENT

FIRE ALARM SYSTEMS

PRECISE

EVENT MANAGEMENT AND
FIRE ALARM GRAPHICS
WHETHER YOU ARE A FACILITY MANAGER OR A FIRE PROFESSIONAL, IN AN EMERGENCY SITUATION

**KNOWLEDGE IS POWER.**

Fike offers the best solutions in graphic monitoring of intelligent fire alarm systems... at a cost that fits your budget.

This event management package interfaces with your fire alarm system, allowing you detailed, visual information on exactly what is happening in your facility — so the safest, most efficient action can be taken. Easy to operate, simple to read, intuitive information provided — that’s Fike **PRECISE**.

**Zoom in and out of building floor plans to view active alarms, trouble conditions, water supplies, evacuation routes, access routes, utility shut-offs and other facility hazards.**
FIKE PRECISE VISION™

Fike’s PRECISE VISION is a simplified, computer-based event management system designed to help facility managers and personnel quickly assess and react to alarm and trouble situations. Intuitive and simple to operate, PRECISE VISION monitors all Fike intelligent alarm systems and provides complete device detail and event updates, with one click.

Nothing could be easier to use or simpler to configure than the PRECISE VISION Windows-based event management software. Yet the reporting functionality and wide range of available support functions are beyond compare.

- UL and non-UL versions are available.
- Gain access to building floor plans, emergency contacts, security plans and other important information, for use in making critical decisions regarding your facility.
- View graphic and text event notification of fire, supervisory and other events.
- Quickly navigate to floors and locations of the events.
- Support multiple users.
- Display event history and the progression of events through time sequence.
- Email alerts directly to key personnel.
- Store alarm and service report data.
- Generate activity reports.
- Gain ability to support multiple manufacturers’ systems for retrofit applications. (Not included in standard package).

Best of all, PRECISE VISION can quickly extract system information from the CyberCat fire alarm system configuration program, saving you hours of input during initial configuration. Changing, adding and updating can be accomplished in a matter of minutes — customize and adapt on the fly, as your facility/needs change.

**Power in an easy-to-use package.**